Behavioral and developmental sexual dimorphism in fruitflies is related to male-specific expression of protein isoforms encoded by the fruitless gene. A recent study shows that the wide-scale effects of fruitless are associated with differential functions of individual protein isoforms.
Mae West once declared that the best way to behave is to misbehave. Although most likely not a treatise on behavioral genetics, West's aphorism could well be adopted as a mantra for the field. Misbehaving genetic mutants have profound importance for understanding the link between genes and animal behaviors. Admittedly, considerable space separates the double helix from a lion's roar on the plains of the Serengeti. Traversing this distance will require detailed knowledge of both the developmental processes that mold species-specific anatomies, physiologies and patterns of neural connections, as well as the acute mechanisms that operate these substrates to achieve appropriate behavioral responses to environmental and internal cues in the adult.
Although in theory developmental and acute bases of behavior may be distinguished, in practice the line separating the two is blurred. One reason for this is gene pleiotropy: genes known to play key roles in regulating behaviors also tend to be expressed diffusely and control vital developmental events, making it difficult to parse actions relevant to behavior. An intriguing possibility is that single genes may act as master regulators of behavior by orchestrating both developmental and acute mechanisms. Thus a 'behavioral gene' would be intimately intertwined with the development of the organism, perhaps helping to construct those very neural circuits whose activities it will later regulate.
This idea resonates with findings collected from study of the fruitless (fru) locus of the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster. Behaviorally, fru is required in males during courtship to direct stereotypical behaviors towards females, such as chasing, wing-song and licking, which precede copulation [1] . The gene mediates this sexual dimorphism by using multiple promoters and alternative splicing to generate Fru protein isoforms (Fru M ) exclusively in the male nervous system, where they impact sexual behavior by regulating gene expression [2, 3] .
The significance of fru for D. melanogaster courtship is clearly illustrated by the recent findings [4, 5] that males engineered to produce no Fru M isoforms display the full syndrome of fru mutant phenotypes, whereas females forced to express the male pattern of Fru M isoforms in the nervous system court other females. Thus, Fru M expression is both necessary and sufficient for many aspects of male sexual behavior.
Precisely how does fru act within the male nervous system to influence behavior? Multiple studies taken together point to a medley of developmental and acute functions. During development fru is required in the male abdomen and brain to mediate formation of sex-specific structures. In the abdomen, male flies differentiate serotonergic neurons controlling sperm transfer and form the muscle of Lawrence (MOL), which may help uncurl the abdomen at the end of copulation. Both events require Fru M function in the CNS [6] [7] [8] [9] . In the brain, fru prevents cell death to facilitate development of a male-specific neural circuit that may be used during courtship [10] . Evidence that fru also acts acutely to influence CNS function is clear from transgenic experiments: transient inactivation of Fru Mexpressing neurons in adult males using a heat-inducible inhibitor of synaptic function abolishes courtship behavior [5, 11] . Thus fru appears to be a true 'master regulator' of courtship behavior, attending to the developmental and acute processes necessary for its expression.
The marriage of Fru M to development and neuronal functioning begs for mechanistic insights. A clue may be that Fru M protein is actually not homogenous but a mixture of four different protein isoforms (A-D; Figure 1 ). The types differ in the identity of a zinc-finger domain at the carboxyl terminus of the transcription factor, which is variable as a result of alternative splicing of the fru primary transcript. Importantly, these alternative forms of Fru M could conceivably effect distinct processes during CNS development and function, potentially accounting for fru's pleiotropy. This possibility is examined by Billeter et al. [12] To identify other factors that function alongside Fru M isoforms in the male abdomen to impact development, Billeter et al. [12] assessed the role of a candidate gene, doublesex (dsx), which is also expressed dimorphically between sexes and long-known to control the emergence of male and female sex-specific external morphology [13, 14] . They found that dsx-null males lack 50% of abdominal serotonergic neurons, indicating a novel function for the gene in the differentiation of CNS neurons. Interestingly, dsx-null females also differentiated a small cluster of serotonergic neurons, hinting at additional factors capable of mediating the development of this neuronal class in the absence of both Fru M and dsx.
In the past, fru function has been somewhat of a black box, with limitations imposed by the characteristics of available mutants restricting functional analysis to Fru M as a whole. This has resulted in clear demonstrations of the significance of the protein complement for behavior but a paucity of specific mechanistic insights. By cracking the gene apart into its separate functional domains, Billeter et al. [12] have taken a significant step into this tangled darkness, providing a glimpse of differentiated isoform roles and complex inter-isoform interactions. In the future it will be important to identify mutations specific to other Fru M isoforms and draw connections between individual isoforms and acute CNS functioning to more completely understand fru's effect on male sexual behavior.
More generally, this paper [12] [15] . fru DC mutants, described in [12] , suffer a small deletion in the region encoding the C-type zinc-finger, resulting in the loss-of-function of all proteins (sex-and non-sex-specific) with this domain. Crossing fru3 into fru DC 'rescues' the activity of the common, but not male-specific, C-isoform, producing male flies deficient in Fru MC function.
aspects of a single biological module? This new study [12] implicates the partitioning of a 'master control gene' into sub-components that pattern separate domains of gene function. Precisely how this is accomplished, and whether the principles can be applied more generally beyond fru, remains to be seen. One possibility is that the various Fru M isoforms contribute to a 'neural code', where different combinations of Fru M protein types specify unique neuronal features, and perhaps behaviors. Whether this is the case will require detailed analysis of the relationships between the developmental phenotypes assayed here and the behavioral output mediated by fru.
